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Lucas Handwerker started his path at 15 when he began studying hypnotherapy in books, going 
out and hypnotizing strangers on the street. By 18 Lucas was a certified hypnotherapist and 

formed his private practice seeing one on one clients. At 20 Lucas was invited to give his first TEDx 
talk on how hypnosis can positively effect our beliefs. Lucas knew hypnosis was a powerful 

modality for change but felt that without the proper guidance hypnosis would be a misdirected 
tool. It was then that Lucas began studying intuitive readings, realizing that our deepest 

unconscious knowing is intuition. 


At 22 Lucas began work on a unique live theater presentation fusing his skills in the healing and 
mystery arts with Philippe Petit, the legendary high-wire artist portrayed in “The Walk”. This show 

went on to have a sold-out run in New York. At 23 Lucas began studying with Enrique Enriquez, the 
world-renowned Venezuelan tarot reader and subject of “Tarology”. It was then that Lucas began to 

fuse hypnotherapy with the transformative language of tarot. At 24 Lucas began a doctorate in 
divinity program focusing on the use of tarot and hypnosis for spiritual expansion and personal 
growth. Lucas is currently developing a documentary series for network T.V. and most recently 

finished his first book; “A Voice Which Uses No Words”. Lucas is now presenting his unique 
healing performances and workshops incorporating the power of intuition and hypnosis, all over 

the country. 


"I see a lot of performers and none of them has the power 
and presence and uniqueness of what Lucas does." 

 Philippe Petit 
 High Wire Artist and Author of To Reach the Clouds

About



"Open your mind to this mental prodigy" 

-Chronogram Magazine  

"Lucas Handwerker expands our understanding of truth and 

helps us go beyond self imposed limitations"  

-Almanac Weekly 

“Lucas works to help people overcome their internal obstacles 

and realize their life’s full potential." 

-The Boca Raton Tribune 

“Lucas is a brilliant, inspired, and committed  

navigator of inner space.” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 

– Mitch Ditkoff, President, Idea Champions Inc.  

What Others Are Saying



We Work: Gas Tower, Los Angeles, CA


World Futurist Summit, San Fransisco, CA


Mind Factory Studios, San Diego, CA


Producers Club, New York, NY


New York Foundation for the Arts, Brooklyn, NY


The Byrdcliffe Theater, Woodstock, NY


Woodstock Playhouse, Woodstock, NY


Bearsville Theater, Bearsville, NY


Kleinert/James Center for the Arts, Woodstock, NY


Mountain View Studio, Woodstock, NY


Varga Gallery, Woodstock, NY


The Station, Woodstock, NY


Artists' Society of Kingston, Kingston, NY


Living Seed Yoga, New Paltz, NY


Idea Champions, Woodstock, NY


Freeman Theater, Winston Salem, NC


 Texas State University, San Marcos, TX


Wyndam Grand Hotel, Pittsburg, PA


Studio 1, Fort Lauderdale, FL


Wyndham Grand Hotel, Boca Raton, FL


 Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL


Lynn University, Boca Raton, FL


Yoga Journey, Boca Raton, FL


DADA, Delray Beach, FL


IACT Annual Conference, Daytona Beach, FL


Sample of  Past Venues



Media 

Lucas' TEDx Talk

Live Performance Clip

https://

https://

6:50

1:43

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bCUhxxIKCyOJThe9ukOAF8m-ZbHNET_2/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zepp_H6K5wY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZugvUHI-d0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zepp_H6K5wY


Hypnosis Documentary: Fear

https://
www.yo

Media 

6:50
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ww

Lucas' New Book: 
A Voice Which 
Uses No Words 

Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=105&v=VNYcKzyIJQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=105&v=VNYcKzyIJQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=105&v=VNYcKzyIJQA
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0578422174?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0578422174?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0578422174?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0578422174?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860


Contact

Contact Lucas Directly: 

lucashandwerker@me.com

561.289.3436 


www.lucashandwerker.com 

@LucasHandwerkerh

mailto:lucashandwerker@me.com
http://www.lucashandwerker.com
https://www.instagram.com/lucashandwerker/
https://www.instagram.com/lucashandwerker/

